
Feedback Analysis 2021-22

Feedback # 1

A general feedback was taken from the outgoing students and the faculties on August, 2021. The 
total number of responses from the students is 1435 in which 71.4% students are from BA program, 
22.4% students are from the B.Sc program and rest of them are from the B.Com program. Among 
them 65.5% students are entitled to honors courses. The analysis on  overall feedback gives us a 
sigh of relief as the results are quite satisfactory. The students expressed their satisfaction regarding 
regular timely classes which also have well maintained discipline. They are also satisfied with good 
coomunication skills and knowledge base of the teachers. 

Students’ feedback at a glance:

Grade Q1 (in %) Q2 (in %) Q3 (in %) Q4 (in %) Q5 (in %) Q6 (in %)

Unsatisfactory 0.3 0.2 0.3 0 0 0.6

Satisfactory 2.9 2.7 4.3 2.9 3.0 3.1

Good 36.3 38.2 35.5 35.7 27.6 35.0

Excellent 60.5 58.9 59.9 61.3 69.4 61.3





Teachers’ feedback on sem VI (Hons) at a glance:

Grade Q1 (in %) Q2 (in %) Q3 (in %) Q4 (in %) Q5 (in %)

1 2.1 4.2 20.8 43.8 29.2

2 0 2.1 10.4 54.2 33.3

3 2.1 2.1 20.8 35.4 39.6

4 2.1 2.1 10.4 37.5 47.9

5 0 0 16.7 50 33.3





Suggestions come out from the teachers’ feedback on sem VI Honours & General courses:

 More stress should be given on students’ attendance 
 Requirements for disciplne specific books in the library, online access to the library, 

uninterrupted internet connections in the classrooms, upgradation of classrooms, computers 
and laboratory infrustructure.

 Parent teacher meeting should be more regularized.
 Photocopying  and printing facility are needed for the students at the colleger campus at low 

cost.

Feedback #2

A general feedback was taken from all the students using google form on February, 2022. The total 
number of responses from the students is 4453 in which 77.5% students are from BA program, 
13.5% students are from the B.Sc program and rest of them are from the B.Com program. Among 
them 54.3% students are entitled to honors courses. The analysis on  overall feedback shows that 
the students are satisfied with regular  timely classes, well maintained discipline, good 
coomunication skills and good knowledge base of the teachers. But on the contrary to the previous 
feedback results, a very few students expressed their grievances on the above mentioned fact. We 
have to take care of that.

Students’ feedback at a glance:

Grade Q1 (in %) Q2 (in %) Q3 (in %) Q4 (in %) Q5 (in %) Q6 (in %)

Unsatisfactory 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3

Satisfactory 4.3 5.1 3.8 3.3 2.9 3.2

Good 55.1 53.2 53.6 44.1 43.5 52

Excellent 40.1 41.1 42 52.2 53.4 44.5



Q1. How regular is your teacher in your class ? (  তো��মা�র শি�ক্ষক-     শি�শিক্ষক�র� ক�টা� শি�য়শিমা� ক্লা�সে� আসে��?)
                                                                                                                                                                

Q2. Does your teacher attend the classes on time?   (  তো��মা�র শি�ক্ষক-      শি�শিক্ষক�র� শিক �মায় মাসে�� ক্লা�সে�
আসে��?)

Q3. How clear do you understand the lecture of your teacher ?  (  ক্লা�সে� শি�ক্ষক-   শি�শিক্ষক�সে�র পড়া�সে��
       ক�টা� স্পষ্ট বা� পশিরষ্কা�র ভা�সেবা বা�ঝসে� প�সের� ?)



Q4. Is the teacher able to maintain discipline in the classes? (শি�ক্ষক-      শি�শিক্ষক�র� ক্লা�সে� ��স্থ পশিরসেবা� বাজা�য়
   র�খসে� ক�টা� �ক্ষমা ?)

    

Q5. How would you rate your teacher's knowledge? (    পড়া�সে��র তোক্ষসে� তো��মা�র শি�ক্ষক-   শি�শিক্ষক�র� ক�টা�
       �ক্ষ ও জ্ঞা��! বাসে" তো��মা�র মাসে� হয় ?)

Q6. How well does the teacher communicate in the classes?(  ক্লা�সে� শি�ক্ষক-    শি�শিক্ষক�র� ক�টা� ভা�সে"�ভা�সেবা
     তো��মা�সে�র ��সে$ মা� শিবাশি�মায় কসের� ?)



Action Taken Report

A general feedback on overall teaching was taken from outgoing students at August, 2021 and 
another feedback was taken from all the students of odd semesters at February, 2022. Teachers’ 
feedback was  also taken on syllabus, infrustructure, class management etc. at August, 2021. 
Analysis on students’ feedback reveals that the students are quiet satisfied with their teachers and 
the way of teaching. A few students expressed their grievances which we have to take care. Based 
on the teachers’ feedback the following actions are suggested:

1. Classes should be more interactive; more students centric methods such as experiential learning, 
participative learning and problem solving methodologies should be used to get more regularized 
attendance of the students.

2. All HODs are requested to prepare a list of requirred books. They are also encouraged to develop 
a departmental library.

3. Parent-teacher meeting should be more regularized.

4. As our institution has fully digital library facility, the librarians are requested to conduct 
orientation classes for the students as well as the teachers to avail the library facilities online.

5. Computer committee is requested to update and maintain all the computers and other facilities 
properly. 


